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High quality at low cost
The Millennium Group is a business partner for
companies seeking to reduce cost while increasing quality. As North America’s leading print
management service, we excel at evaluating and
pro-actively managing our clients’ print and copy
operations with leading technology, efficient
equipment, and highly-skilled professionals. Unlike most print management vendors, The Millennium Group isn’t a retailer or manufacturer - we are a service
provider. The Millennium Group ensures our clients receive the equipment and services needed to maximize
efficiency. If you don’t need it, we won’t propose it. Our unbiased service approach is a trait many offer but
few deliver. When you consider our implemented industry best practices, thorough understanding of the technology, and experience designing successful print operations, The Millennium Group stands alone as an industry leader.
The Millennium Group has successfully optimized corporate print operations for over a quarter century. Early
on, we learned that no two client engagements are alike. To ensure each partnership is successful, and forge
lasting relationships, we provide each client with our complete, focused attention. The Millennium Group tours
the facility, speak with the staff, and sits down with clients to discuss options. Stemming from these one-onone meetings, a custom solution is tailored to each client’s unique needs. To date, this formula for print management has proven to be successful.
Pro-active on-site printing & management solutions

centralized document processing

Pro-active Quality Control Program

digital print-on-demand

Management of print related equipment and supplies

optimized print services

Indexing and management of all digital print files

document scanning

Bindery & finishing operations

document distribution

Highly trained & experienced print services professionals

cost recovery applications

Robust reporting programs

web-to-print solutions

Off-site storage capabilities

variable data printing
document workflow analysis
records / files imaging

Printing Sustainability

Flexibility

The Millennium Group keeps the environment in
mind during each phase of the service process.
From energy star qualified equipment to integrated green procedural initiatives, we enact our own
environmental standards while striving to meet
any client requirement.

As your business partner, we understand the
need for flexibility. The Millennium Group has
the ability to react to client needs with a sense of
urgency and proficiency, because we designed a
comprehensive account management model that
allows for rapid assistance and problem solving.

Smart Print from The Millennium Group is just
one way we practice sustainability. This simple,
yet effective initiative is integrated into our normal operating procedures. This green initiative
entails multi-up (or four-up) copy/print output.
With multi-up, images are reduced by fifty (50)
percent and printed side-by-side on the same
page. When combining multi-up with duplex
output, documents previously printed on four (4)
pages are now output to one (1) page and use
significantly less toner. This strategy has been
embraced for standard issue documents such as
forms and training guides.

Quality
Today’s fast-paced business does not allow time
or budget for mistakes and low quality. The Millennium Group utilizes several auditing tools and
evaluation methods to assure clients SLAs are
being met and satisfaction is exceeded.

Partnership Value
Identify opportunities
Solve problems
Create efficiencies
Propose hard & soft cost savings

Contact us today!
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